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the following is a very incomplete list of notable works in the
collections of the musée du louvre in paris for a list of works based on
5 500 paintings catalogued in the joconde database see the catalog of
paintings in the louvre museum 463 artworks see all albums interactive
map of the museum the collections database consists of entries for more
than 480 000 works in the musée du louvre and musée national eugène
delacroix the catalog of paintings in the louvre museum lists the
painters of the collection of the louvre museum as they are catalogued
in the joconde database the collection contains roughly 5 500 paintings
by 1 400 artists born before 1900 and over 500 named artists are french
by birth if you are wondering what paintings are at the louvre besides
the mona lisa take a stroll down this article to explore the 25 most
famous paintings in the louvre that no art lover should miss 1 mona lisa
by leonardo da vinci room 711 denon wing level 1 the louvre is the
largest art museum on earth and the crown jewel of paris you could spend
days here but instead join a passionate english speaking guide for a
tour of the most famous artworks view the mona lisa the coronation of
napoleon winged victory of samothrace and so much more with the online
musée du louvre collections database everyone can share in this journey
of discovery and rediscovery it contains over 500 000 works from the
musée du louvre and the musée national eugène delacroix spanning a
variety of places in france or abroad
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list of works in the louvre wikipedia May 25
2024
the following is a very incomplete list of notable works in the
collections of the musée du louvre in paris for a list of works based on
5 500 paintings catalogued in the joconde database see the catalog of
paintings in the louvre museum

louvre site des collections Apr 24 2024
463 artworks see all albums interactive map of the museum the
collections database consists of entries for more than 480 000 works in
the musée du louvre and musée national eugène delacroix

catalog of paintings in the louvre museum
wikipedia Mar 23 2024
the catalog of paintings in the louvre museum lists the painters of the
collection of the louvre museum as they are catalogued in the joconde
database the collection contains roughly 5 500 paintings by 1 400
artists born before 1900 and over 500 named artists are french by birth

25 most famous paintings at the louvre museum
you shouldn t Feb 22 2024
if you are wondering what paintings are at the louvre besides the mona
lisa take a stroll down this article to explore the 25 most famous
paintings in the louvre that no art lover should miss 1 mona lisa by
leonardo da vinci room 711 denon wing level 1

the louvre museum s 17 most important works of
art paris Jan 21 2024
the louvre is the largest art museum on earth and the crown jewel of
paris you could spend days here but instead join a passionate english
speaking guide for a tour of the most famous artworks view the mona lisa
the coronation of napoleon winged victory of samothrace and so much more

collections le louvre Dec 20 2023
with the online musée du louvre collections database everyone can share
in this journey of discovery and rediscovery it contains over 500 000
works from the musée du louvre and the musée national eugène delacroix
spanning a variety of places in france or abroad
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